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ABOUT BLAZEQUEL
At Blazequel we have a strong corporate background, built up on innovative solutions and a strong sense of
trust in all areas of our business - from our supplier chain right down to the end user.
We view ourselves as the problem solvers of the industry, offering a unsurpassed level of customer service
and leaving you free to focus on other areas of your business. These values are clearly stated throughout
our corporate principles listed below:
CORPORATE VALUES:
‘Total Honesty, Total Integrity, Total Protection’
OUR MISSION STATEMENT:
‘We are committed to a beneficial and methodical solution to the minefield of health & safety legislation
that consumes time and energy from industry.’
OUR CORPORATE AIM:
‘To be the problem solvers of the fire and security industry.’
Testimonial:
"We are now using Blazequel as our one stop shop to ensure we meet all current fire regulations…
They have proved themselves of being very capable of taking responsibility for a large company such as ourselves and
supply a fantastic service, which is a fast disappearing asset in the world in which we live. They have combined the
quality of service with capability of delivery in a most impressive way."
Corrugated Fibreboard Manufacturer in Bedfordshire

CONFIDENCE…IN QUALITY
At Blazequel we believe that top quality equipment and materials are
absolutely essential, and that cheaper alternatives are a false economy.
This is why you can be sure that you Blazequel solution will offer the best
quality, at the best value for money - every time.
Using trained and experienced engineers in everything we do, our electrical expertise is second to none - delivering results and solutions on even
the most complex fire alarm systems the market has to offer.
All of engineers have CRB disclosures, meaning we are qualified to carry
out work where there is vulnerable persons present (e.g. Schools). This
means that everyone can benefit from a Blazequel Risk management
solution!
Many customers find the electrical and alarm industry complex, and struggle to understand what they are being specified or recommended for with Blazequel all their questions are answered in plain English… building
on our ethos of trust - “Total Honesty, Total Integrity, Total Protection”.

ISO 9001 | CHAS | £10 MILLION LIABILITY INSURANCE | BAFE COMPLIANT
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CCTV
From the basic CCTV camera installation, to a fully integrated CCTV surveillance package with options
ranging from a networked camera system right through to intelligent number plate recognition, Blazequel
does it all…
The benefits of CCTV have been proven many times in solving crime, and providing key evidence to help the
course of Justice. It is a clear deterrent to would be criminals, to know that every move they make will be
recorded and could be used as evidence, while the knowledge that they are being watched on CCTV can give
confidence to workers in remote locations.
Whether you just want the footage sent to your smart phone or PC, or require a carefully networked system
to a central control room, the rapidly increasing range of options available ensure that we are able to design
and install a system that meets all of your needs, and our competitive pricing strategies will ensure that it
meets your budget too.
Contact us today to discuss you requirements in relation to all areas of CCTV, from design and installation
right through to maintenance and upgrades.

CCTV CAMERAS
Day/Night - During daylight hours the camera provides colour images and when it gets dark automatically
switches to monochrome operation.
High Definition - These can be used to capture very fine detail such as sleight of hand thefts and can
reduce the number of cameras required. They allow digitally zooming whilst maintaining resolution.
Thermal Imaging - These cameras can be used for detecting intruders over long distances (up to 4k) from
the camera in zero light or poor weather conditions.
Pan, Tilt and Zoom (PTZ) - PTZ cameras can be remotely controlled by an operator to follow a particular
suspect or zoom into an area. They can also be programmed to be operated by alarm sensors; for
example when a door is opened the camera automatically pans, tilts and zooms onto the door to capture
the event.

RECORDING
Digital Video Recording (DVR) - DVR’s allow CCTV video images to be recorded, archived and reviewed.
The main parameters of a DVR are the number of cameras or video channels that can be recorded onto
it and the amount of storage space on the DVR’s hard disk drive.
The number of cameras being recorded and the amount of frames (frame rate) being recorded from each
camera impact how much video data can be stored before the HDD is full.
Network Video Recording (NVR) - NVR’s are similar to DVR’s in terms of their primary function of CCTV
video recording. The main difference is that NVR’s receive images from cameras via an IP (Internet
Protocol) network as opposed to analogue coax type cables.
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INTRUDER ALARMS
BUSINESS SECURITY SOLUTIONS
At Blazequel you can always be sure that you are getting the best solution for your requirements, and one
that complies to every applicable quality standard. Everyone`s business is different, and no two sites have
the same requirements which is why we will always carry out a free security assessment to make sure that
we deliver a solution that will last, can be expanded on and fits within your budget.
Our experienced security technicians will design you a system you can be confident of, and will consult
with you throughout the entire process to ensure you understand, and are happy with our suggestions.
Any requirements you have will be carefully researched to ensure we tick all the boxes for you, both now
in for long term future expansion, protecting your premises and business from crime.
All our our systems can be linked to our approved (NSI Gold accredited) monitoring station, meaning that
your insurance company will also be satisfied with our solutions. With Blazequel you can sit back and relax, confident that everything is in good hands.

SECURITY SYSTEMS SUPPORT
Here at Blazequel we support our own and third party fire alarm, intruder, access control & CCTV systems One contract, one renewal date, one service level agreement, one number to call and the potential to save
some costs, not to mention time and hassle! Once again we can deliver on our corporate mission - “To be
the problem solvers of the fire and security industries”.
All our fire and security systems are designed and installed to the highest UK and European standards so
you can be assured that our solutions are properly specified, installed and maintained.

Our solutions extend to all the following market areas:
▪ Retail Systems
▪ Office and Multi-use buildings
▪ Warehouse. Industrial and site wide systems
▪ Museums, galleries & public buildings
▪ Licensed premises, hotels & clubs
▪ Churches & listed buildings
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ACCESS CONTROL
At Blazequel we are able to install and commission a vast range of the most comprehensive, yet extremely
cost effective access control systems. From the simplest of keypad control systems, which merely require
a code to pass through, to the most comprehensive card and automatic proximity systems, programmed to
allow differing permissions to specific persons. Whatever your requirements may be you can feel confident
that with Blazequel we will ensure you find the systems to suit your needs and budgets.

System Types
Standalone System:
This is when all the information is housed in the keypad or reader. Although a cheaper option it is not
recommended for the more complex or high security installations. This can be used with automatic proximity
readers, the cheap but effective swipe cards, or the traditional keypad systems.
The system is ideal however for a low security installation or for small to medium sized premises requiring
access control. Due to the fact that these systems are self contained and do not require networking (as do
the PC based systems), they are relatively simple and un-disruptive to install.
PC Based Systems:
These systems are referred to as “Networked” systems. This means that from a PC you can set access
permissions for any swipe card or proximity device, depending what kind of readers are being used. This
helps to give much greater control over persons access in a building in relation to their responsibilities. Any
five PCs can be authorised to adapt permissions for any card or proximity fob, each having their own identity
- allowing you to track peoples movements. This is particularly useful for giving limited access permissions
to a site visitor for example. Another benefit of this system is that you can instantly block all access
permissions to any one device, therefore vastly reducing the potential security threat if a device goes missing.

KEYPAD ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS
A relatively basic system that requires the user to know the
security code to pass through. They are mainly viewed as a
standalone system, but can be incorporated into a networked
system. These systems are ideal and highly cost effective for
situations such as “Staff Only” rooms or areas,
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SWIPE CARD READER (BLACK / CHROME)
These systems are a highly cost effective way of limiting and
granting access to areas of a building. They use the very
economical swipe card which makes this system ideal for
areas with a high rotation of access cards. These cards are
credit card sized and are simply swiped through the reader.

PROXIMITY DEVICES
These are similar to card reader systems in that each fob can
be programmed with its own identity, allowing responsible
persons different levels of access. However, these devices go
one better in that rather than requiring the person to swipe
their fob, the system will automatically read their permissions
and accordingly open, or block access through the door.
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FIRE & SECURITY DOORS
STEEL FIRE DOORS - THE SECURE SOLUTION
● Steel security doors – the ultimate in security protection
● Powder coated to a very high specification to ensure
durability
● Maintenance free
● Powder coated steel door frame
● Quality fire door furniture fitted where appropriate
● Option for a crash bar also available
The supply and installation of these products is bespoke to
your requirements - contact us today for a free quotation to
protect your building!
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MONITORING
Put simply, monitoring is the means whereby your premises, or any
other building can be protected on a 24/7 basis via a link to a remote
monitoring station, meaning that at any time of the day or night you will
be notified if the alarm goes into fault, and the emergency services can
be sent to your premises in the event of a a fire or intruder entry.
To authorise an alarm scenario sufficiently for the emergency services
to attend at least two devices must be activated.
The options available for monitoring are endless, so if you would like to
discuss this subject with some of our in house specialists, please give us
a call, send an email or fill out the form on the next page, and we`ll be
glad to help!

Jargon Buster
ARC - Alarm Receiving Centre, or the
monitoring station.
GPRS - Mobile phone network link, that
packet data is send on as a full time, or
backup monitoring link.
Dual Path - the alarm is connected to
the ARC via more than one link, meaning that in the event of the main line
failing, your alarm can still be monitored.

Why would I need Monitoring?
Monitoring is something every business should consider carefully. You
may have the most efficient fire alarm or security system on the market,
but if no-one hears it go off, by the time anything is done about it your
premises could be a burning ruin, or have been thoroughly burgled.
Life Protection:
In most scenarios, if the alarm goes off onsite during working hours staff
will hear it and be able to take appropriate action. Why then, you may
ask, would this apply? Possible scenario`s that may require monitoring
during working hours include remote / lone worker protection, giving an
extra level of confidence and support to persons in these situation.

Fire Facts
■ 67% of all major fires occur at
times when buildings are closed or
unoccupied - after 6pm.
■ Every week in the UK there are
2100 arson attacks, in which 20
schools are damaged or destroyed.
■ Every week £40 million of damage and costs result from arson in
the UK

Quite apart from this is the fact that the monitoring stations can often
alert and call the fire service before workers on site can assess the seriousness of the situation, deciding
whether they can deal with the scenario themselves. By reducing the time it takes for the fire and rescue
services to arrive and start tackling a blaze lessens the threat to life, property and business continuity.
Asset Protection:
When you assess the reality of the situation, and the potential consequences to your business of a break in
or fire, you need to decide whether you can afford to take the risk of going without an efficient monitoring
solution. You should bear in mind the fact that a high percentage of businesses do not recover from, or are
under insured against fire - an eventuality which is more likely to take place when the building is unoccupied.
This fact makes monitoring essential if your premises are empty or vulnerable to the risk of arson.
Monitoring is not an expensive investment, and the installation of the relay to the alarm panel is a one off
expense. After set up the contract can be arranged to automatically renew each year, leaving you with total
peace of mind that your assets and livelihood are protected.
Contact us today to develop a ‘Peace of Mind’ solution for your premises!
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CONTACT US

NAME *
COMPANY *
E-MAIL *

Blazequel
Jaguar House
Shuttleworth Road

ADDRESS
TOWN / CITY *

Bedford

POSTCODE

MK41 OEP

PHONE *

P: 01234 357357

SUBJECT *

F: 01234 355190

MESSAGE

E: sales@blazequel.com
W: www.blazequel.com

Submit

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL US ON
01234 357357 TODAY, SEND US AN EMAIL
OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE!

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE
1. Any product information given in this document is of a generic nature, and although correct at the
time of publication, Blazequel reserves the right to change or modify its product ranges at any time,
replacing product lines for other alternatives of equal quality.
Copyright © Blazequel 2012.
No part of this documents may be copied or reproduced, in part or in whole without the written permission
of Blazequel. Blazequel will not hesitate to take appropriate legal action if its rights in this respect are
infringed.
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